COMPLETE, FUTURE-PROOF CORPORATE COMMUNICATION

With Cloud PBX*, teams and customers are perfectly connected.

You no longer want to invest time and money unnecessarily in the administration and maintenance of your telephone system? Do you want to work independently and be reachable, on the go as well as in the office? Then it’s time for our complete solution consisting of connection, telephone tariff, Internet, cloud telephone system and mobile extensions, enabling you to combine all communication activities in one solution! Digitization. Simply. Make it happen.

Benefit from the simple, cloud-based communications solution that makes it possible to do more: Discuss important projects directly in telephone conferences, use MagentaEINS Business Integration to be accessible on your fixed-network number even when traveling and simply integrate new locations or your home office into the telephone system. Cloud PBX is the perfect basis for efficient collaboration in any company – and very flexible as well.

• IP-based connection and telephone system from the cloud
• Complete integration of smartphones into the telephone system
• Integrating branch offices
• Complete scalability for companies of all sizes
• Fair pricing model: You only pay for the services that you use
• Flexibility through need-based tariff and workplace options
• Easy to administer and configure via a convenient self-administration portal
• Always up-to-date thanks to automatic software updates
• Hosting in high-security Telekom computer centres in Germany

* DeutschlandLAN Cloud PBX
Cloud PBX is the customised, flexible and complete communication solution for companies of all sizes: Thanks to the easy administration via the self-administration portal, workplaces and add-on packages can be set up or changed. In short: a top solution based on modern IP technology, which adapts itself to the communication needs.

THE COMMUNICATION ALL-ROUNDER

Cloud PBX provides all the features of a professional telephone system from the network – this saves investment and operating costs. With MagentaEINS Business Integration, the smartphone becomes a full-fledged extension. Workplaces and features can be conveniently added and configured online. The basic package includes a flat rate for fixed network calls within Germany and to 18 other countries. Additional flat rates and budget rates for calls to mobile networks can be flexibly added.

ADDITONAL FLAT RATES AND BUDGET RATES FOR CALLS TO MOBILE NETWORKS CAN BE FLEXIBLY ADDED.

OPTIONAL SERVICES

- MagentaEINS Business Integration: Smartphone as a full-fledged extension, parallel ringing, one telephone number for landline and mobile telephony, free internal calls, and much more
- Additional parallel calls can be added in increments of 1
- Additional workstations as well as other features and services
- Additional flat-rate offers and minute-based mobile budget
- Higher bandwidths
- Homepage Business for free

COMPLETE FLEXIBILITY: CLOUD PBX

CONNECTING WITH THE FUTURE
INCLUDING NUMEROUS OPTIONS

EVERYTHING UNDER CONTROL
WHETHER IN THE OFFICE OR ON THE ROAD

Now the communication is as efficient as your company. Because Cloud PBX is open for the future and can be easily customised. The web-based self-administration ensures total control over all the features. And even when travelling, you need not forego the convenience of the Cloud PBX – because smartphones can be easily integrated.

CLOUD PBX

- IP-based connection with extension numbers or individual numbers
- Telephone system from the cloud
- Two parallel calls included
- Flat rate to the German fixed network and to 18 other countries
- Excellent HD voice quality
- Internet access and flat rate
- Guaranteed fault clearance within a maximum of 8 hours
- Fixed IP address

OPTIONAL SERVICES

- MagentaEINS Business Integration: Smartphone as a full-fledged extension, parallel ringing, one telephone number for landline and mobile telephony, free internal calls, and much more
- Additional parallel calls can be added in increments of 1
- Additional workstations as well as other features and services
- Additional flat-rate offers and minute-based mobile budget
- Higher bandwidths
- Homepage Business for free

DIRECT COMMUNICATION
WIDE RANGE OF TELEPHONY FEATURES

Benefit from the various telephony features that save time and hassle in everyday work. Because you can customise Cloud PBX flexibly as per your needs. For efficient communication – even during hectic times: Choose your contacts directly from Outlook, start chats with just a few clicks, or simply divert calls during the meeting. The basic version of the intelligent telephone system from the cloud already comes with various extra features.

- Flexible phone number management
- Network-based address book for personal and business contacts
- Availability status display: immediately know whether colleagues are available
- Integration of PC or Mac via desktop client (Win, Mac OS X)
- Perfect integration of smartphones as extension
- Network-based voice mailbox: never miss any important messages whether in office or when travelling, including e-mail notification
- Nomadic usage, e.g. in the home office

MORE MOBILITY – MORE FREEDOM
MAGENTA EINS BUSINESS INTEGRATION

Simply carry your telephone system in your pocket: with MagentaEINS Business Integration. Thus you easily integrate smartphones into your Cloud PBX. In this way, all the important features of the telephone system are also available on the smartphone. And thanks to one phone number for fixed network and mobile, your business partners can reach you in the office and when you are travelling always under your fixed-network number. Increase your freedom without losing the convenience of your office telephone system. The smartphone thus becomes a real extension.

- One phone number for fixed-network and mobile, as well as parallel ringing
- Seamless call transfer from / to the smartphone
- Manage calls via smartphone
- Proper number-business information even when mobile number is called
- Use a wide range of unified communications features
- Access network-based address books from any device
- Use the assistant feature
- Set up chats and participate in chats

1 Even minute-based pricing is possible. 2 A workplace includes individually configuring the telephone system with user data, phone numbers, devices, add-on packages and other options for one employee. 3 Fixed network flat rate applies to calls and data. 4 Business partners can be connected within Germany and to the following countries: Belgium, China, Denmark, France, Great Britain, Hungary, Italy, Luxembourg, Netherlands, Austria, Poland, Portugal, Sweden, Switzerland, Spain, Czech Republic, Hungary and United States of America. 5 HD voice quality requires the use of appropriate devices by both the users. 6 Depending on availability at the customer location.
A top platform needs top devices. Benefit from excellent quality and a wide range of models. Our portfolio includes IP phones for all needs – from convenient entry-level devices to professional models that are specifically optimised for telephone conferences.